PRESS RELEASE

Bauma 2019: New Generation of Wirtgen
Cold Milling Machines Coming
Bauma 2019 will feature a world premiere: Wirtgen is showcasing
two models from its new generation of large milling machines in
Munich. The focus of these machines’ innovative design with MILL
ASSIST includes:
-

Simplifying the operator’s job
Maximizing machine performance
Optimizing operating costs
Increasing the quality of the milled surface
Protecting the environment.

The proprietary intelligent control technology developed by Wirtgen, which
autonomously optimizes the machine’s parameters and adapts them to
changing job site situations, sets new standards in milling technology.
At the Wirtgen Group’s stand FS.1011, visitors to the trade show will have the
opportunity to experience these clever machine features for themselves and
have them explained in detail. Wirtgen specialists will be on hand and happy
to answer any and all questions about the new generation of cold milling
machines.
The machines will go on sale on April 8, 2019 – the first day of Bauma – and
will initially be available in Europe.
Nominated for the Bauma Innovation Award
The new cold milling machine from Wirtgen with MILL ASSIST has been
nominated for the Bauma Innovation Award in the “Machine” category.
Wirtgen has implemented the first intelligent machine design in the new large
milling machine, which is capable of autonomously meeting the operator’s
performance and quality requirements. The entire milling process is simulated
and optimized in real time based on a comprehensive analysis of all of the
parameters. This greatly reduces the operator’s workload while significantly
improving machine performance and reducing diesel consumption, CO 2
emissions, and noise.
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Thanks to its intelligent control technology,
Wirtgen’s new generation of large milling
machines with MILL ASSIST sets new
standards in milling technology and has been
nominated for the Bauma Innovation Award
in the “Machine” category.

Note: These photographs are only intended as a preview. For printing in publications,
please use the photographs in 300 dpi resolution that are available for download
from the Wirtgen GmbH / Wirtgen Group websites.
For further information
please contact:
WIRTGEN GmbH
Corporate Communications
Michaela Adams, Mario Linnemann
Reinhard-Wirtgen-Strasse 2
53578 Windhagen
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2645 131 – 4510
Fax:
+49 (0) 2645 131 – 499
E-mail: presse@wirtgen.com
www.wirtgen.com
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